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DO YOU KNOW US?
Entreculturas is a Jesuit NGO that defends the right to
quality education for all people as a way to create a fair and
sustainable world.
This mission translates into cooperation
projects, educational proposals, social
awareness and political advocacy activities,
volunteer programmes and spaces for
dialogue and participation that involve
companies, organizations and public
institutions.

We have 28 delegations in Spain and a total
of 20,598 members and donors who
support our work.
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All of them very different but complementary
activities that constitute the essence of our
work and our commitment.
Through this work, the 750+ people in our
organisation seek to contribute to the
development of the most vulnerable
countries and communities, appealing to
values such as solidarity and equal rights
and involving all types of stakeholders
(citizens, companies, governments, etc.)
who share responsibility in the face of the
global challenges of our time.
laluzdelasninas.org/en
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A Coruña, Alicante, Almería, Aragón, Asturias, Barcelona, Burgos, Cádiz, Cantabria, Córdoba, Elche, Extremadura, Granada, Huelva, La Palma,
La Rioja, Las Palmas, León, Madrid, Málaga, Murcia, Santiago de Compostela, Salamanca, Sevilla, Tenerife, Valencia, Valladolid and Vigo.

A MOVEMENT OF NETWORKS
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2018 was the year of the 47th International
Fe y Alegría Federation Congress, held in
Madrid and hosted by Entreculturas. Under
the motto “We Educate on the Frontiers”,
it was attended by the 22 Fe y Alegría
delegations from Latin America, Europe and
Africa, as well as attendees from 11 other
countries.
The congress kicked off with the mobilization
of young people from the Generation 21+
Network, which includes the Entreculturas
Youth Solidarity Network.
Father General Arturo Sosa, S.J., opened the
weekend meeting that provided a space to
reflect on the current and future borders of Fe
y Alegría, the strategies to be implemented as
an international movement and the increasingly
important approach to our work in global
citizenship.
To close the Congress, a conference was
organized at the Cibeles Palace where several
educational stakeholders, members of the
public administration –among others, the

Minister of Education Isabel Celaá–, and
international cooperation representatives
discussed educational challenges for the
most vulnerable groups.
We also celebrated our 50th Delegations
Meeting. in 2018, a unique opportunity to
raise awareness of the scope of our work and
the commitment of people who, voluntarily and
purposefully, spread Entreculturas’ message
across Spain.
And, in terms of our international volunteers,
we launched the evaluation of our VOLPA
programme which, after over 25 years, has
proven to be a life-changing experience that
turns participants into transforming agents for
society.
Finally, we inaugurated “Profes en
compañía”, (Teachers in partnership), a
variant of our short-term volunteer proposal
designed specifically with teachers in mind
that brought together 10 teachers from
different Spanish Society of Jesus schools in
Peru over this first edition of the programme.

EDUCATION, ADVOCACY AND MOBILISATION
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Entreculturas’ VI Global Meeting of the
Youth Solidarity Network brought together
a total of 280 people from 11 different
countries. It served as a space for discussion
on the Sustainable Development Goals and
the search for tools with which to face global
challenges such as gender equality,
environmental protection and building a
culture of acceptance and peace.
Another outstanding milestone of 2018 was
the launch of the “Educational Innovation
for Learning and Social Transformation”
course. This proposal, promoted by EDUCSI,
Fe y Alegría, Alboan and Entreculturas, is
aimed at promoting educational innovation in
the schools, centres and classrooms in which
we work in order to improve our praxis and
educate conscious, competent, compassionate
and committed people.
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This first edition of the course was held at the
Entreculturas headquarters and was attended
by nine Society of Jesus schools in Spain and

12 Fe y Alegría schools in Latin America
(Colombia, Ecuador and Guatemala).
In April, shortly after UNESCO updated the
number of children and adolescents
worldwide without the opportunity to attend or
complete school to 264 million, we joined the
Global Campaign for Education to launch
an action week (GAW) to champion the role of
education in ending intolerance, violence and
xenophobia. Under the motto “Education, the
road to peace”, over a hundred countries
–and, in Spain, about 30 cities– joined the
mobilisation activities.
And we ended the year celebrating the signing
of the Global Compacts for Migration and
Refuge, a unique opportunity to improve the
dramatic and increasingly growing issue of
human mobility.
Entreculturas attended the Youth Migration
Forum, previously held in Marrakech and
attended by roughly one hundred young people.

AWARENESS-RAISING FOR
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SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
In 2018 we launched “The Light of Girls”
with the aim of making visible the violence
and harmful practices they suffer, as well as
our protection, advocacy and awareness work
in this area. For that moment, we had the
testimonies of Sifa Kaite, Child Protection
Coordinator for the Jesuit Refugee Service
in Chad, and Sofía Gutiérrez, Head of Public
Action for Fe y Alegría Guatemala, who raise
awareness about realities as harsh and yet
as hopeful as Kim’s, the “Hummingbird
Girl”.
2018 was also a year in which we closely
followed the phenomenon of the Migrant
Caravans on their way to Mexico and the
United States, as well as the unfortunate 7th
anniversary of the ongoing war in Syria.
As part of our firm commitment to the reality
of forced migration and refuge, we launched
“Caminos de Hospitalidad”, (Paths to
Hospitality) under the framework of the
Hospitalidad.es campaign; this proposal

raises awareness of the long and dangerous
routes that thousands of people take in search
of peace and a future with dignity. A total of
about 2,000 people participated in organised
walks in over 15 cities across Spain.
Similarly, to mark World Refugee Day, we
presented our “4 words to open the world”
campaign, echoing the four actions
(welcoming, protecting, promoting and
integrating) that Pope Francis urged the world
to take in the year that global pacts for
migration and refuge are approved.
Finally, the 7th edition of our Solidarity Race
brought together about 15,500 people in 21
locations.
Thanks to this effort, we were able to support
access to basic education for 1,000 children
as well as the promotion of recreational
spaces for 3,000 young refugees and
internally displaced persons in Maban, South
Sudan.

DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION
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HUMANITARIAN AID

In 2018, we continued promoting quality
education in Latin America, with a focus on
promoting participatory global citizenship; we
also launched the “Youth and Peace Culture”
agreement, funded by the European Union
and aimed at improving coexistence in the
midst of Nicaragua’s political and social
conflict.
Job training was once again one of our
priorities, with interventions aimed at offering
opportunities to young people, women and
other vulnerable groups. To that end, we
continue our collaboration with Accenture
and kicked off the Work 4 Progress social
innovation programme in Peru, with the
support of the La Caixa Foundation.
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We continued to provide support to crises in
Africa (South Sudan, Central African Republic,
DR Congo and Ethiopia) that have mainly been
forgotten; we have also focused our efforts on
the severe humanitarian crisis in Syria through
our work in Lebanon, as well as the migratory

flows in Venezuela and Central America. In the
face of growing forced human mobility, we
implemented an agreement with AECID aimed
at protecting the Syrian refugee population in
Lebanon; a new work model with the Profuturo
Foundation to promote the digital education of
refugee children in Lebanon and Malawi; a
protection project for the migrant population in
Morocco and a new agreement with Inditex to
address the current situation in Colombia and
Venezuela.
We intensified our work in socioenvironmental justice in 2018, committing to
bilingual intercultural education and alternative
economic models with indigenous communities
in the Amazon. Likewise, we expanded our
gender equality initiatives in the 15 countries
covered by our The Light of Girls programme
and, in addition to continuing to strengthen the
capabilities of Fe y Alegría in Africa, we also
supported its leap to Asia, entering into
dialogue with socio-educational players in
Cambodia and Nepal.

OUR COMMITMENT TO TRANSPARENCY

Our accounts are audited annually by
BDO Auditores, S.L.P. and, in addition,
we have the “accredited NGDO” seal
granted by the Fundación Lealtad and
the “assessed NGDO” seal of the
Spanish Development NGO
Coordinator. Also in Entreculturas,
within our commitment to quality and
transparency, we audit the projects we
execute internally and/or externally.
Specifically, in the last five years we
have audited 84% of the funds
managed for projects.

Source of funds

2017 (€)

2018 (€)

State Administration

1,779,201

1,519,222

Local and Autonomic

2,387,198

2,250,535

2,683

355,135

European Union

0.6%
Financial and extraordinary income

12% Entities

4,169,082

4,124,892

Private individuals

3,530,703

3,655,756

Inheritances and legacies

4,012,854

197,803

Companies

5,549,113

5,289,967

Entities

1,864,332

1,827,503

174,692

88,730

Total private sources

15,131,694

11,059,759

1.3%

Total

19,300,776

15,184,651

Inheritances and legacies

A

2.3%

34.8%

European Union

Companies

Private 24.1%
individuals

8.5%

Administration

Use of funds

4.3%

Cooperation

Fundraising

Awareness-raising

13.9%

73.3%

Awareness-raising

Cooperation

Total mission
Fundraising
Administration
Total management

* The difference with respect to what was
entered in 2017 is due to the entry of a
large inheritance.

www.entreculturas.org

14.9%
Local and
Autonomic

Total public sources

Financial and extraordinary income

10%

State Administration

Total

2017 (€)
15,469,292

2018 (€)
11,265,509

1,936,303

2,126,364

17,405,595

13,391,873

636,591

660,148

1,393,360

1,313,023

2,029,951

1,973,171

19,435,546

15,365,044

All economic information, as well as audit reports, are available, for all interested persons, at the
Entreculturas Headquarters and on our website at www.entreculturas.org
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In 2018 Entreculturas received a
total of 15,184,651, in the line of
recent years*. Of this amount, 27.2%
came from public sources and 72.8%
from our social base of collaborators
and private sources. Regarding the
use of the funds, 87.2% was allocated
entirely to our mission.

